
Cross cuts or rip cuts. Mobile or stationary. For interior 
fitouts, furniture making, exhibition booth construc-
tion. Diverse tasks, one solution: the PRECISIO CS 50 
and CS 70 with light weight and sophisticated 
functions.

 X Fast, simple blade changing – even without tools, 
using FastFix on the CS 50

 X Sawing with minimal tear-out on both sides – due 
to the splinterguard which moves with the blade

 X Flexible – quick conversion from rip cut to cross 
cut: the mitre guide can be used on any side due  
to the all-round V-groove, and can be rotated 
through 180°

 X Powerful – torque, cutting path and cutting height 
are all equally impressive

 X Blind cuts – made possible because the riving 
knife can be lowered

 X Transportable – the built-in foldaway legs make  
it easy to set up the PRECISIO, and the working 
height can be changed easily as well

 X Expandable – the sliding table (available as  
accessory) allows cross cuts up to a width  
of 920 mm

Trimming saw PRECISIO CS 50 | CS 70

Versatility made easy.

Technical data CS 50 CS 70

Power consumption 1,200 W 2,200 W

No-load speed 1,600-4,200 rpm 2,000-4,200 rpm**

Saw blade diameter 190 mm 225 mm

Cutting height 90°/45° 0-52/0-37 mm 0–70/0–48 mm

Cutting length x material thickness 294 x 16 mm 320 x 16 mm

Table dimensions 585 x 400 mm 690 x 500 mm 

Work height 316/900* mm 375/900* mm

Connection Ø for dust extractor 27/36 mm 27/36 mm

Weight 17.4/19.5* kg 34.5 kg

* With foldaway legs    ** Electronic control for constant speed on version CS 70 E    Package contents | order numbers from page 22
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Ready for anything – powerful motor for high 
torque and excellent cutting performance even 
on very hard materials.

Everything always under control – the controls are 
clearly arranged; the most important controls on 
the CS 50 are built into the multi-function pulling 
handle.

Expandable – with width and length extensions and 
the sliding table, the PRECISIO can be turned into  
a fully equipped sawing station with little effort.

Always accurate – the pivoting blade allows precise angled cuts from -2° to 47°  
or rip cuts up to a cutting height of 52 mm (CS 50) or 70 mm (CS 70).

www.festool.com.au

System accessories and consumables from page 20
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Extension tables and trimming attachments Rip fence

Sliding tables Mitre guide Rollers Roller stand

Splinter guard Dust extraction set Saw blades

Accessories for trimming saw CS 70

Denomination Explanation Order no.

1 Extension table CS 70 VL for CS 70, simple fitting, fold-away, for safe support of long workpieces when sawing to width, 
extends the support area by 580 mm, dimensions length x width 525 x 522 mm, in carton

488061

2 Extension table CS 70 VB for CS 70, with adjustable dimension scale, easy and quick to assemble and dismantle, for safe 
and precise width sawing, extends the support area by 411 mm, max. working width longitudinal 
680 mm, dimensions length x width 773 x 435 mm, in carton

488060

3 Trimming attachment CS 70 KA for CS 70 and CS 50, removable, with support, bearing surface, tape measure and adjustable 
stop, simple withdrawal and rolling up of meas. tape thanks to telescopic mechanism, length 
1.200 – 2.050 mm, in carton

488063

4 Adjustable stop KA-AR for CS 50, CS 70, for positioning workpieces on trimming attachment CS 70 KA, base unit  
KA 100/200 and KA-KS 120, in self-service display pack

488560

5 Rip fence CS 70 LA for CS 70 , MFT/3-VL, with fine depth adjustment and rear clamp, can be operated from front, 
with moveable stop profile for precise and safe longitudinal cuts, in carton

488062

6 Sliding table CS 70 ST for CS 70, for sawing boards, easy and quick to assemble and dismantle, 2 x supporting legs,  
stop ruler with additional clamp, max. working width for trimming cuts 920 mm, in carton

488059

7 Sliding table CS 70 ST 650 for CS 70, easy and quick to assemble and dismantle, max. working width for trimming cuts 
650 mm, in carton

490312

8 Mitre guide WA for CS 70, CS 50, CMS-GE, for work requiring 2 stops, in carton 488451

9 Adjustable stop WA-AR for CS 50, CS 70, to stop workpieces on trimming attachment CS 70 WA, CS 50 WA and  
Basis WRA 500, in self-service display pack

491712

10 Transport rollers CS 70 TR for CS 70, can be fitted to foldaway legs, for simple and comfortable transport, in carton 488064

11 Roller stand RB for trimming and mitre saws and Compact Module System (CS/KS/CMS), for use with CS 50,  
CS 70, CB 120, System Basis Plus, CMS-GE, multifunction table, for supporting long workpieces 
when cutting and sanding, height adjustable 630 – 1.000 mm, in carton

488711

12 Splinter guard CS 70 SP /10 for CS 70, for splinter-free cut edges on both sides, qty. in pack 10 piece(s), in self-service display 
pack

490340

13 Dust extraction set CS 70 AB for CT/CTM, comprising: dust extraction hose D27x2.0 m, dust extraction hose D36x1.0 m,  
Y terminal, can be used with Basis, CS 70, CS 50 and CMS, dust extraction with MINI / MIDI only 
possible with adapter hose 499196, diameter 27 /36 mm, in carton

488292

14 Circular-saw blades from page 80
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Festool saw blades

Quality puts you a cut above.

Endurance and precision under the toughest conditions. Made to suit the 
application and the material. The jigsaw blades are made from heat and 
wear resistant HS bi-metal, and the circular saw blades are lasered 
steel with teeth made from fine grain carbide. Because the perfect cut 
can only be achieved when the blade is as good as the tool. 

Colour code

Building materials

The material and teeth on 
both the circular saw blades 
and the jigsaw blades are 
specially designed for work 
with abrasive materials.

Plastic / mineral material

For circular saw blades, fine 
grain carbide ensures perfect 
cuts in laminated board, solid 
surface and mineral materials. 
The jigsaw blades made from 
bi-metal are ideal for plastics, 
acrylic glass and composite 
materials.

Wood / soft plastics

Circular saw and jigsaw 
blades perfectly adapted to 
hard and soft woods, solid 
wood and building board.

Aluminium

Circular saw and jigsaw 
blades marked blue are the 
right choice for aluminium 
sheets and profiled strips.

Steel / sandwich panels

The lightly bevelled teeth of 
the circular saw blades are 
suitable for sawing cable 
ducts, sheet metal and pro-
filed steel strips.
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Alternate top bevel saw blade

The teeth on this blade slope to the left and 
right and cut alternately. The alternate top 
bevel blade is an all-purpose blade for all 
types of wood.

Triple chip grind saw blade

Trapezoidal teeth alternate with flat-topped teeth. 
This blade type is used for cutting aluminium, 
hard plastic and materials with hard coatings.

Flat top saw blade

The edges of the teeth are straight, not sloping. 
Each tooth cuts in the same way. This saw blade 
is used for cutting steel.

For perfect cutting results and long life, the blades for circular saws and jigsaws 
are made from high-quality metal. The rake and tooth shape are designed to suit 
the application and the tool. 

Practical colour coding allows you to quickly find the right circular saw or jigsaw 
blade for every application.

Smooth and reliable sawing motion due to high-grade steel and optimised expansion 
slots on the circular saw blades.

The circular saw blades are slow to heat up due to the laser-cut and thermally  
adjusted blade cores.

Optimum value for money due to long service life and the regrinding capacity of  
the teeth on the circular saw blades.

You can rely on long life and perfect cutting results with the circular saw blades, 
thanks to a slow grind using diamond abrasives. Smooth results are produced with 
little finishing work.

Tooth shapes

www.festool.com.au 19
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Perfect adaptation
The saw blades for circular saws and jigsaws are manufactured from 
high-quality metal for perfect cuts and a long service life. Cutting angle 
and tooth shapes are adapted to the application and machine.

Long-term precision
Diamond wheels lend the teeth of the circular saw blades a perfect  
finish, guaranteeing a long useful life and excellent cutting results  
without leaving you with extensive rework.

Simple selection
The practical colour coding system helps you quickly locate the correct 
circular saw blade or jigsaw blade for the respective application.

Minimum heat generation
Slow heating of the circular saw blades through laser-cut and thermally 
adjusted blade cores.

Robust quality
Long service life and excellent sharpening properties of saw teeth of the 
circular saw blades guarantee an excellent price/performance ratio.

Triple chip grind saw blade
With alternating trapezoidal and flat 
teeth, this blade is used for cutting 
aluminium, hard plastic and materials 
with hard coatings.

Rapid cutting progress
High-quality steel and optimised expansion slots of the circular saw 
blades for smooth, safe cutting progress.

Alternate top bevel saw blade
The teeth on this blade slope to the 
left and right and cut alternately.  
The alternate top bevel saw blade is 
a universal blade for all types of wood.

Flat tooth saw blade
The edges of the teeth are straight, 
not sloping. Each tooth cuts in  
the same way. This tooth shape is 
used for cutting steel and building 
materials.

Tooth shapes

Sawing and oscillating
Saw blades




